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Figure 1. We present a crowdsourcing technique that has enabled access to research experiences for over 1,500 people from 62 countries. Participants
achieve upward educational mobility while creating research systems and co-authoring papers at top-tier ACM venues such as CSCW and UIST.

ABSTRACT

Author Keywords

Research experiences today are limited to a privileged few at
select universities. Providing open access to research experiences would enable global upward mobility and increased
diversity in the scientific workforce. How can we coordinate
a crowd of diverse volunteers on open-ended research? How
could a PI have enough visibility into each person’s contributions to recommend them for further study? We present
Crowd Research, a crowdsourcing technique that coordinates
open-ended research through an iterative cycle of open contribution, synchronous collaboration, and peer assessment. To
aid upward mobility and recognize contributions in publications, we introduce a decentralized credit system: participants
allocate credits to each other, which a graph centrality algorithm translates into a collectively-created author order. Over
1,500 people from 62 countries have participated, 74% from
institutions with low access to research. Over two years and
three projects, this crowd has produced articles at top-tier
Computer Science venues, and participants have gone on to
leading graduate programs.
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H.5.3. HCI: Group and organization interfaces.
INTRODUCTION

Scientific research remains the domain of the privileged few.
Those blessed with the socioeconomic opportunity to attend
prestigious universities can gain access to research experiences that support open-ended inquiry, train scientific minds
and launch careers [64]. Unfortunately, these opportunities
remain out of reach for the vast majority of people worldwide [5, 56, 3]. Such people may have the creativity, insight,
and work ethic to produce major achievements, but lack access
to the opportunity. The result is an ecosystem that systematically underrepresents minorities and developing regions, and
a literature that overlooks their diverse perspectives.
Providing open access to research experiences would open
new channels for upward educational and career mobility
worldwide. However, how can a principal investigator such
as a faculty member or research scientist coordinate an entire
crowd of diverse people? If the goal is to give participants
full breadth to demonstrate creativity, solve unanticipated challenges, and guide the project’s direction — not to reduce them
to mechanical research assistants — no general techniques yet
exist. Citizen science efforts have pursued protein folding [10,
47], scientific dataset labeling [71, 42], math proofs [13],
and experiment replication [9], but these projects required
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pre-defined, static goals rather than allowing participants to
iteratively guide the research goal. In addition, sheer scale
prevents a principal investigator from having full visibility
into each participant’s contributions, threatening their ability
to recommend participants for further study.

both for professional degrees [49] and PhDs [84]. Research
experiences also increase interest in STEM careers [64] and
increase a student’s likelihood of using faculty recommendations for jobs [27]. Other improvements accrue to technical
skills, interpersonal skills, and scientific literacy [43, 14].

This paper describes Crowd Research, a crowdsourcing technique that enables open access for a global crowd to work
together on research under a principal investigator (PI). Crowd
Research participants collaborate online as one large team
to brainstorm research ideas, execute solutions, and publish scholarly articles — a university laboratory at massive
scale. To facilitate open access, we introduce a crowdsourcing technique that comprises weekly cycles of contribution,
synchronous collaboration, and peer assessment to produce
each next week’s iterative goal. A suite of systems carries
research from ideation to execution, including brainstorming,
engineering, design, analysis and paper writing. For the PI,
Crowd Research offers a chance to convene hundreds or thousands of people on a single massive project, enabling research
achievements at a scale that is rare today.

The size of Crowd Research and the diversity of its membership offers new opportunities for science and engineering research. Having many people brings a diversity of ideas [41, 50,
82]. Diversity arguably brings even greater benefits: diverse
problem solvers outperform groups of high-ability problem
solvers [30], and diverse perspectives unearth hidden assumptions and yield more active and effortful thought [26]. Our
work synthesizes these benefits by drawing on a diverse worldwide population, and applying them toward open-ended research goals. In doing so, it trades off the expertise that most research projects can assume of their participants (e.g., graduatelevel coursework), and instead uses peer assessment [39], the
web, and lectures to provide on-demand training.
Research experiences have traditionally been one-on-one cognitive apprenticeships [31]. Providing mentorship is a nontrivial time commitment for faculty, which often limits who can be
mentored [83]. More critically, universities which produce the
world’s most-cited research are concentrated in North America
and Europe [1], far from the world’s largest and developing
population centers. Crowd Research introduces techniques to
bring the benefits of research experiences to a far larger group.

To enable upward career and educational mobility, Crowd
Research must provide contributors with credible evidence
of their impact. However, a PI cannot easily disaggregate
participants’ interdependent contributions, and may not have
centralized visibility into each participant’s work. We thus
introduce a decentralized credit system where participants
allocate credit to each other. This allocation process creates a
weighted directed graph, enabling our system to apply a graph
centrality algorithm to determine a collectively-created author
order for publication and the PI’s recommendation letters.

Online Access to Training and Science

Crowd Research draws lessons from online education and citizen science, each of which expands access to opportunities
that are typically only available within universities. MOOCs
democratize access to online learning opportunities [15], offering an attractive template for Crowd Research. Unfortunately,
MOOCs are especially likely to leave behind people from less
developed areas [37], and taking a MOOC does not translate
to upward career mobility [16]. Crowd Research builds on
these efforts by directly encouraging authentic practice and
enabling calibrated assessment for upward mobility.

Crowd Research has so far brought together over 1,500 participants from six continents, 74% of whom come from universities ranked below 500 in global research activity and
influence by Times Higher Education [1]. It has included three
different research projects with four PIs from Stanford, UC
Santa Cruz and Cornell — ranging from human-computer interaction (HCI) to data science to artificial intelligence (AI).
These projects produced crowd-authored papers that have
been accepted to top-tier Computer Science venues including ACM UIST [22] and ACM CSCW [80]. Participants have
leveraged their contributions to receive recommendation letters from PIs. Despite having a median of zero other letter
writers from institutions ranked above 500 worldwide, participants have been admitted for further study at undergraduate
and graduate programs at universities such as Stanford, UC
Berkeley, Carnegie Mellon, and MIT.

Citizen science enables members of the public to contribute
to research [68]. Typically these projects predefine the goal
of the project and the method of contribution, and participants
contribute by filling out the “rows” of the desired dataset. For
example, projects engage volunteers to upload bird locations
on eBird [71], take tests on LabInTheWild [61], and label
galaxies on Zooniverse [11]. Other projects give participants
more freedom in how they answer a research question, for example, crowdsourced math proofs in the Polymath project [13]
and protein folding in Foldit [33]. Crowd Research represents
a rarer third category, co-created projects, where participants
are involved not just in data collection and execution but also
in the conception and ongoing evolution of the research [4, 57,
54]. Crowd Research is unusual even in this class of projects
because participants own the whole research arc, rather than
one focused part.

Our contributions span a crowdsourcing technique for coordination of open-ended, long-term and complex goals; a decentralized method for allocating credit; and an analysis of a
two year, large-scale deployment of the method. To follow,
we position Crowd Research in related work, describe the
technique, and analyze our deployment and limitations.
RELATED WORK

Research experiences are not just authentic practice: they
impact upward mobility. Engaging in research increases the
probability of enrolling in STEM graduate programs [19],

While citizen science has succeeded in engaging with participants worldwide, it has struggled to close the access gap. For
example: (i) Zooniverse participants tend to be from highly
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educated countries [59]; (ii) Nearly all Polymath participants
were faculty or Ph.D. students, 86% had published papers,
and only one was known to be female [13]; and (iii) OpenStreetMap contributors are 96% male, with three-quarters holding a postgraduate degree [6]. However, some citizen science
projects have explicitly attempted to incorporate marginalized
communities [70]. Crowd Research reaches a global audience
via diversified recruiting and provides direct incentives for
upward mobility such as paper authorship and recommendation letters. However, Crowd Research cannot yet overcome
internet infrastructure and language limitations.

Figure 2. Crowd Research comprises weekly meetings to discuss the
project, milestones to submit concrete progress, and peer assessment to
identify top submissions.

Coordinating Research and Crowds

To enable crowds to engage in collaborative research, Crowd
Research extends work from CSCW and social computing. Authentic tasks (e.g., [73]) and feedback (e.g., [18, 40]) are both
critical elements to improvement. Within traditional laboratory
environments, pair working sessions can support knowledge
transfer [52], and agile research studios can scale mentorship
per PI to about twenty students [83]. Crowd Research operates
at a much larger scale and with more diverse participants. This
requires different approaches, in particular fewer team-based
agile methods and more structured, pre-defined milestones.
Decisionmaking must also become more decentralized, e.g.,
via peer assessment, decentralized credit allocation, and DRIs.

CROWD RESEARCH

Crowd Research (Figure 2) introduces a crowdsourcing technique to enable worldwide access to research experiences without overwhelming a PI. In this section we present the approach
in detail, oriented around (i) how Crowd Research coordinates
large groups of participants, (ii) what systems enable collaboration and scholarly outcomes, and (iii) how it enables upward
mobility through a decentralized credit system.
Coordination strategy and process

Crowd Research enables thousands of people online to coordinate joint progress on an open-ended research effort. Prior
work has often pre-structured the crowd’s contributions —
for example providing interfaces for folding proteins [33] —
because the goal and the tools needed for success could be defined a priori. Many researchers have eschewed crowdsourcing
for exactly this reason: “the process of discovery can be highly
uncertain, iterative, and often serendipitous”, making the reduction to a crowdsourcing process “hard to imagine” [46]. So,
Crowd Research introduces an iterative crowdsourcing technique based on milestones and peer assessment that allows the
effort to iterate and adapt over time.

Crowdsourcing techniques increasingly aim to support complex outcomes [36, 35]. These systems can now support goals
ranging from software engineering [45, 7] to writing [53, 74].
Crowd Research shares some characteristics with this work,
organizing the crowd into expertise-based teams [62] and hierarchical structures [78] that can adapt as the crowd proceeds.
Unlike prior work, Crowd Research is designed to train participants, so it introduces explicit peer feedback and direct
engagement with the PI as a leader.
Determining Credit

We will refer to the roles of PI (principal investigator), who
advises the project; RA (research assistant), who supports
logistics, and participants, who are members of the crowd.
The PIs’ motivation was to tap into a diversity of perspectives,
mentor far more students than they normally could in their
careers, and try out more ambitious projects than typical in
their labs. Each PI recruited two RAs to help. The RAs put in
a few hours per week — in no cases were these projects the
RAs’ primary research — mainly helping with onboarding,
analyzing top submissions, and answering logistical questions.

To aid upward mobility, Crowd Research must provide assessments of participants’ contributions that they can leverage
for school and job applications. One strategy for determining
author order is to alphabetize. However, women receive less
credit than men in alphabetical author orders [65]. A second
strategy is to publish as a single joint author, as in “DHJ Polymath” in the Polymath Project [25]. However, a joint name
does not provide strong signals for participants to leverage
for recommendations. Firms such as Quirky and Assembly
offer credit for pre-defined contribution categories, e.g., 1%
for coming up with the product’s name. However, research is
an iterative process where it is not always clear which contributions will wind up being influential. So, we develop a new,
decentralized credit approach.

Open call recruitment

The first step in Crowd Research is to recruit a crowd. Crowd
Research opens with a global online call inviting people to join
one of the available posted projects. A public web page describes the opportunity, the PIs involved, and their institutions.
We shared this page via social media on Twitter and Facebook
groups, cold emails to faculty at international universities, and
publicly accessible mailing lists. Interested participants have
several weeks to sign up alone or in teams. While selective
recruitment is possible, to maximize accessibility we accept
all participants who signed up, and create accounts for them
on our collaboration platforms.

Prior work has studied algorithmic ranking schemes, for example hubs and authorities [38] and PageRank [55]. Similar
schemes have been applied to curation [81] and citations in
order to determine influence [72, 17, 67]. However, these approaches all assume the existence of a network, which Crowd
Research does not have. So, Crowd Research introduces a technique that allows all participants to have a say in the eventual
allocation of credit, translating credit into a graph problem.
3

Figure 4. Participants view each others’ milestone submissions, leave
comments, and upvote promising ideas.

from the PI (Figure 3). For example, one milestone in the
HCI project was focused on needfinding, and involved reading
papers, joining a panel interview with workers and requesters,
and then synthesizing insights. Each project maintains a wiki
where the PI or an RA uploads details for all milestones.

Figure 3. Milestones included prototyping, engineering, and writing.

We launched three different Crowd Research projects, helping
us understand how Crowd Research differs across different
PIs and research areas. The PIs chose and seeded initial ideas
for the projects, much like an initial idea might be seeded with
a traditional graduate student. Each PI later developed the idea
in collaboration with the crowd.

Participants work in parallel during the week, individually
or in teams, to complete the milestone. Since the process
works on a weekly cycle, participants have about six days to
complete each milestone. The Slack group chat platform operates as a brainstorming and discussion room for participants
where they can interact with each other, help each other, and
ask questions. Slack can become quite busy. To manage it,
some channels (e.g., #announcements) are low traffic and intended to be read in their entirety. Others are busy and scoped
narrowly to a milestone area (e.g., #design, #engineering).
Participants often create ad-hoc channels for each milestone
and other interest-based channels (e.g., #highschoolers, #machinelearning) to meet other like-minded participants. This
helped participants selectively follow relevant conversations
without getting overwhelmed.

First, the human-computer interaction (HCI) project, led by
Prof. Michael Bernstein at Stanford University, set out to create a new paid crowdsourcing marketplace a la Amazon Mechanical Turk. In current crowdsourcing marketplaces, workers feel disrespected, and requesters do not trust the results
they receive [32, 51]. The HCI project works on designing,
engineering, and studying a new crowdsourcing marketplace,
Daemo, to improve work quality and give workers governance
of the platform. Second, the computer vision project, led by
Prof. James Davis at UC Santa Cruz and Prof. Serge Belongie
at Cornell Tech, seeks to improve visual classification accuracy. Integrating off-the-shelf machine classifiers with paid
crowds is challenging [63]. This project explores strategies to
increase accuracy and decrease cost under this setting. Third,
the data science project, led by Prof. Sharad Goel at Stanford University, seeks to design and run the world’s largest
“wisdom of crowds” experiment. There is still little consensus
on how generally the wisdom of crowds phenomenon holds,
how best to aggregate judgments, and how social influence
affects estimates. This project tests these boundary conditions
by collectively designing and developing 1,000 different prediction tasks in 50 subject domains, and launching them as a
large-scale meta-experiment.

In the early phases of the project, milestones were limited
to one goal each week. However, it soon became clear that
the crowd brought many different skills to the projects, and
some participants would wait for weeks for their skills to be
applicable. So, we began to allow multiple parallel milestones
each week, enabling participants to self-organize and select
which ones to complete. For example, one week’s milestones
might include creating interaction mockups for designers, a
front-end feature implementation for AngularJS engineers, and
a back-end feature implementation Django/Python engineers.
At the end of the week, teams submit their milestones to a
peer assessment system. Participants create a page on the wiki
containing their milestone submission, and submit that link.

Milestone submission

Peer assessment

Each week, the PI identifies a concrete goal for the crowd,
called a milestone. Milestones are scoped at five to ten hours
of work per week. Past milestones have included (i) participating in a needfinding interview with Mechanical Turk
users, (ii) engineering an experimental scaffold for experiments, (iii) proposing experimental designs, (iv) implementing
a proposed algorithm from a previous week, and (v) brainstorming iterations of the research idea based on feedback

At this point, there are a large number of submissions to the
milestone — far too many for the PI to read and synthesize.
They vary greatly in quality, content, and coherence. The next
stage of Crowd Research harnesses peer assessment to give
feedback on the submissions and provide a rough ranking so
that the PI can concentrate on the most promising ideas. The
peer assessment process is open for one day, with a cutoff for
feedback a few hours before the weekly team meeting.
4

PI echoes into the live call. The result of this process is that
all participants, even those without highlighted submissions,
reset their understanding to the “argmax” of the best work.
The PI uses the last few minutes to lay out the next week’s
milestone, which goes live on the wiki after the call. Participants then begin working, and the process repeats.
Leadership, training, publishing

Complementing the weekly process, we developed training
and leadership structures to help focus the crowd’s efforts.

Figure 5. Weekly video meetings on YouTube Live include participants
who submitted highly-rated milestones.

DRIs and ad-hoc teams

Our peer assessment system functions similarly to a social
aggregator such as Reddit. Once the submission deadline has
passed, the crowd can look at each others’ submissions, leave
comments and upvote strong submissions. The PI and RAs
choose a default sort for the system: e.g., most upvotes at the
top to encourage feedback on promising candidates, or fewest
comments at the top to encourage diversity. While we initially
experimented with a system that randomized a double-blind
assignment, anonymous feedback was needlessly negative
and evaluative. Instead, we shifted to a system (Figure 4)
where participants’ names, submissions and feedback were
all public, participants chose to give feedback to, prompting a
more positive environment.

In the early weeks of the project, divergent ideation is essential
for brainstorming research ideas, proposing algorithms and
experimental designs, generating design mockups, piloting
software or studies, and initial writing. However, some efforts
require convergence and collective execution. For example,
engineering a feature, making decisions on many different
proposed directions, and writing a paper all require that participants work interdependently and collaboratively.

At the conclusion of the feedback period, the process has
called out some of the most interesting and inspirational submissions. This set is small enough for the PI or RAs to collate.
They read these submissions and use them as the basis for
discussion in the weekly team meeting. While an upvoting
process is not perfect [24], it succeeds at separating the insightful submissions from the submissions that are ill-formed,
incomplete, or do not display enough understanding.

For interdependent milestone goals, the PI empowers a Directly Responsible Individual, or DRI [44, 62]. DRIs either
self-nominated or were nominated by the PI to lead a milestone
based on consistently high-rated milestone submissions. DRIs
take charge of a milestone for that week, coordinating any
participants who want to contribute to that milestone. They
organize ad-hoc video meetings, delegate, and make decisions,
summarizing the results in a team submission for the milestone.
Being a DRI is a recognition of a participant’s contributions,
empowering them to have more control over decision-making
— and scaling the coordination process. Over time, DRIs
overtook many of the RAs’ responsibilities, and the process
became more community driven.

Weekly video meeting

Training and enrichment

Once the PI and RAs read the filtered submissions, they discuss next steps with the crowd, much like a PI would with a
traditional graduate student. Crowd Research concludes its
weekly cycle with a live video meeting broadcast via YouTube
Live (Google Hangouts on Air).

Participants do not all enter the project with sufficient knowledge of the domain. PIs have two main routes for training
participants: milestones and video meeting lectures. First,
with milestones, a PI can ask participants to read papers and
submit commentaries, much like a traditional graduate course,
to ensure that participants have the research grounding. Likewise, a milestone might include completing a coding tutorial,
or participating in an experiment in order to understand how
to design one. Second, with video meeting lectures, the PI
can reappropriate an overview lecture from an offline class
to teach the crowd a concept that will be important for the
research. For example, the PI might give a lecture on one style
of computer vision algorithms.

This one-hour video meeting (Figure 5) is scheduled so that
as many participants as possible can attend: morning in North
America enables Europe, China and India to join. The call is
streamed and archived automatically on YouTube for anyone
who cannot join. The PI or RAs invite participants with highlyrated submissions to join the call live and explain their ideas to
the rest of the crowd and the PI. Since the group video meeting
has a maximum capacity, other participants join the stream and
contribute via a #meetings channel on Slack. The PI informally
rotates the invitations to join the call each week to ensure a
distribution of nationalities, genders, and backgrounds.

Crowd research also offers an opportunity to connect participants with famous researchers who can serve as inspirational
role models. These video meetings so far have included computer scientists such as Andrew Ng (Professor at Stanford and
Co-Founder of Coursera), Peter Norvig (Google Research),
and Anant Agarwal (MIT and EdX).

The video call re-aligns all participants, whose ideas may have
diverged in many directions during the week. First, the PI
begins with a Rewind that recaps the last week’s goal and
progress in case participants missed a week. Second, the PI or
RAs share a synthesis of that week’s highly-rated milestone
submissions. Participants live on the call explain their submissions, and other participants contribute via Slack, which the

Paper writing

Massively collaborative paper writing [76] requires that the
crowd integrate its work into academic prose. By this phase
of the project, typically a set of DRIs have arisen who can
5

lead writing of sections of the paper. The PI identifies model
papers whose argument structure are similar to the envisioned
paper, and then the crowd begins weekly writing iterations
on the introduction and framing of the paper. The writing
itself happens via collaborative editors. In initial paper-writing
efforts, participants were hesitant to overwrite each others’
prose. Transitioning to a platform that supported commenting
and tracking changes (e.g., Google Docs) was key in making
participants feel comfortable contributing. The PI gives feedback as they would on a student’s paper. Eventually, the group
submits their paper for publication.
Designing for a decentralized credit system

For Crowd Research to deliver on its promise of upward mobility, it must generate credible signals of participants’ level of
contribution. Participants go on to apply to graduate schools
and jobs, and request recommendation letters from the PI.
When applicants come from traditionally under-represented
areas, the PI’s recommendation letter may be the only personal
assessment that the company or admission committee trusts.
So it is critical for the PI to be able to specify clearly: did a
given participant act in a support role, or did they take a leading role in driving the project? However, with interdependent
work on open-ended research, the PI may not have visibility
into everyone’s contributions, and it may be challenging to
disaggregate them a priori.

Figure 6. The credit network from a paper submission. Edge widths
indicate the number of credits given, and node diameter represents the
credit score. Top: raw credits, with a link ring (top left) directing credit
inward. Bottom: PageRank-adjusted credits dampen the link ring, shifting the main beneficiary from 2nd to 5th author.

Typical solutions to credit assignment in research and practice
are centralized: they rely on a single supervisor, or a small
number of peers on the team, to make the assessment. For
example, the lead researcher often determines author order
for all collaborators on a paper, and a worker’s supervisor
determines the performance review. However, no single person
can have a full view of another’s contributions [23]. So, not
only can centralized credit assignment not scale to Crowd
Research, but the PI would be an inaccurate assessor for many
participants.

In our approach, we give each participant 100 credit points
that they can privately allocate to other participants based on
their assessment of who impacted the project. For example,
participants might assign credit to those submitting strong
milestones, collaborating actively, or DRI-ing. These credit
allocations create a weighted directed graph, where each node
is a participant and the edge weight is the number of credits
that one participant assigned to another. Intuitively, the graph
encodes the credit that participants grant to each other.

In this paper, we introduce a decentralized credit system,
which considers every participant’s opinion in determining
credit 1 . To create a decentralized credit system, we transform
the credit problem into a graph problem. This transformation
allows us to draw on the tools of network science. In this approach, all participants provide peer assessments about others
they have interacted with, and the algorithm aggregates these
assessments to determine a final evaluation.

We then translate the decentralized credit graph into a credit
score for each participant. There are many possible transformations: we use graph centrality via PageRank [55], because
centrality captures the concept of a universally-recognized participant. Whereas PageRank propagates score equally across
all outgoing links, we modify the algorithm to propagate scores
in proportion to the outgoing edge weights to capture participants’ exact credit distributions. Suppose that G = (P,C)
is the credit graph, where P is the set of participants and C
is the set of directed weighted edges. Suppose further that
C(i, j) ∈ [0, 1] represents the proportion of credits that participant i gave to j, and d is the PageRank damping factor
(typically d = 0.85). Then our modified PageRank score ρi (t)
for participant i each iteration t is given by:

However, with any credit system, it is important to consider
possible strategic behavior to influence author order. Not all
strategies are malicious: some participants only interacted
with a small percentage of the crowd. Graph centrality algorithms can help correct for these strategies. The most common
form of manipulation, concentrating all credit within a small
subgroup, is similar to a link ring or affiliate networks in web
search. Another attack is to strategically direct credit toward
others who are likely to send credit back to you — a quid-proquo strategy seen in 360-degree reviews [75]. Our strategy
must compensate for these behaviors.
1 The

ρi (t) =

1−d
+ d ∑ (ρ p (t − 1) ·C(p, i))
|P|
p∈P

These PageRank scores induce a ranking on participants.

system is available at http://creddit.stanford.edu.
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aligned everyone on one team’s proposal for integrating human
workers with black-box classifiers to optimize performance at
a certain crowdsourcing dollar cost.

Given these PageRank scores, the principal investigator and
DRIs work together to set a threshold score for co-authorship,
based on their assessment of the level of contribution appropriate to be listed as a coauthor. Those below the cutoff are
credited in acknowledgments. The PI also uses these credit
rankings as a quantitative measure in letters of recommendation sent in support of participants.

With this new focus, participants developed datasets and evaluation procedures. However, many participants grew discouraged because their proposals were not selected. Some teams
stepped up their work and became more collaborative, but others became far less active. This observation led the HCI and
data science projects to keep project ideation more collective
and less parallel, avoiding the abrupt cutoff of all but a single
idea. In the final phase, the different groups worked in parallel
to build interfaces, implement machine classifiers and perform
experiments. The group published a work-in-progress poster
at HCOMP 2015 with 54 authors [79].

We overcome the quid-pro-quo attack and link rings by manipulating the PageRank damping factor d and by limiting the
fraction of a node’s score that it can pass to any individual outlink [2]. However, there remain several degrees of freedom in
this credit system. First: is the PI included in the credit graph?
Excluding is appealing but in practice led to situations where
the PI had no power to help resolve credit infighting, so we
now include the PI in the credit graph. Second: when can participants see the results? In order to prevent post-submission
authorship surprises, we collect initial credit distributions one
week before the paper deadline and publicly publish a set
of tentative PageRank scores. We then allow participants to
change their credit distributions until a few hours before the
deadline. Late credit changes affected mainly the ranking of
the last authors.

HCI: the Daemo crowdsourcing platform

The HCI project, which created a new paid crowdsourcing
platform, spent its initial weeks needfinding by interviewing
workers and requesters, then iteratively flared, focused, and
rapidly prototyped research ideas. The crowd led ideation
with feedback from the PI. As the research ideas solidified,
participants self-selected which to participate in, each under
different DRIs: the design and engineering of the platform —
called Daemo — a new reputation system for Daemo, and an
open governance structure for Daemo. These groups iterated
on interaction design, engineering, user study design and analysis, and writing, again each under DRIs. After twelve weeks,
the PI onboarded a second cohort of participants who joined
the first group, continued work, and collectively published a
work-in-progress poster at UIST 2015 with 70 authors [20].

DEPLOYMENT

Evaluation of Crowd Research requires understanding
(i) whether the crowdsourcing technique enabled the achievement of crowd-led research, (ii) whether the technique supported access for those without traditional avenues for doing
research, and (iii) what impact the decentralized credit distribution technique had on contributors’ rankings.
We have run three Crowd Research projects over two years.
The projects enrolled 1697 participants from 62 countries and
six continents, and produced crowd-authored papers at toptier Computer Science venues including ACM UIST [22] and
ACM CSCW [80]. Despite having a median of zero other
letter writers from institutions ranked above 500 worldwide,
Crowd Research participants have gone on to further study at
undergraduate and graduate programs at universities such as
Stanford, UC Berkeley, Carnegie Mellon University, and MIT.

The group continued to work and submitted an integrated
Daemo paper to CHI with 50 authors, but it was rejected principally for covering too many research thrusts in one paper.
The group onboarded a third cohort a few months later and
split the CHI submission into multiple papers. They published
a full paper on the Boomerang reputation system at UIST
2016 with 37 authors [22], and a full paper on Crowd Guilds
at CSCW 2017 with 28 authors [80]. Daemo has launched in
private beta [21], and a paper based on data its workers collected won the best dataset paper award at EMNLP 2016 [60].
The group continues work to launch Daemo publicly.

Project case study summaries

Participants’ highest or in-progress degree was 2% high school,
73% undergraduate, 22% master’s, and 3% Ph.D. 28% of participants were women, though this number varied by project:
the computer vision project was overwhelmingly male, but the
HCI project was 47% women. The median age was 21. 71%
reported an engineering area of study. Participants included
not just students and researchers but also, e.g., a data scientist
on Wall Street, an ITP-trained designer, a TR35 India winner,
and several professional software engineers.

Data science: testing the wisdom of crowds at scale

The data science project began with a literature review. Each
participant found and summarized papers about the wisdom
of crowds, extracting metadata about the task, the sample size,
and the aggregation method. This produced 144 unique papers. Participants then synthesized 190 domains (e.g., calorie
estimation, sports game prediction), which they narrowed by
popular vote and PI input down to 50. The PI next provided
a question template that would allow the experiment to be
deployed at scale. Participants curated 20 questions for each
domain, including any images or audio clips, and committed
them to a GitHub repository.

Computer vision: hybrid vision algorithms

The computer vision project was the first Crowd Research
deployment, and had the least structure: in the initial weeks,
the aim of the project was intentionally kept vague and open
to exploration. Participants spread out to find and summarize
recent computer vision papers, then began an iterative process
of formulating project proposals based on the review. Peers
and the PI reviewed these proposals weekly. Eventually the PI

A small team of highly-motivated participants coded the experimental infrastructure to deploy these questions, and the
group ran a pilot experiment. Participants analyzed the results
from whatever angle seemed most interesting to them, and
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Figure 8. The crowd led paper writing. In this submission, the crowd
made 84% of paper edits, and the PI 16%.

Figure 7. The HCI crowd produced and iterated ideas over seven weeks
to develop three efforts, two of which are published papers now (orange
and green). Darker shades were shared in the weekly meeting. Numbers
report how many submissions proposed each idea.

submitted a short report outlining their findings. The group
published a work-in-progress poster at UIST 2015 with 60
authors [66]. The final paper is currently in preparation.
The crowd led projects’ ideation, execution, and writing

Where did the research insights come from? We inductively
generated themes using the milestone submissions each week
from the HCI project, labeled each submission with a theme,
and coded related themes across weeks.
The final research directions trace back to the crowd’s early
brainstorms (Figure 7). These themes evolved into three ideas,
two of which are now published. One set of themes in the
first week, orange in Figure 7 (low wages, uncertain payment, feelings of powerlessness among workers, and feelings of powerlessness among requesters), evolved into Crowd
Guilds at CSCW [80] and Daemo’s open governance strategy. The green ideas in Figure 7 included a lack of trust in
result quality, no training for requesters, and qualification barriers. These evolved into a redesign of reputation systems,
producing Boomerang at UIST [22]. The crowd made other
suggestions that the PI chose not to echo back to the crowd,
lighter-shaded in Figure 7. Typically the PI did not echo ideas
that were already played out in the research literature, for example the creation of a mobile crowdsourcing platform, or that
did not constitute research goals, like addressing international
restrictions for working on Mechanical Turk.

Figure 9. Each row of dots represents a participant’s weeks of active
participation. The y-axis is the author order position.

made 85% of the edits, and the PI 15% (σ =7%). So, this
distribution is consistent with the PI’s usual writing patterns.
Overall, Crowd Research enabled and empowered the crowd
to choose domains of interest and lead diverse efforts. As one
participant echoed via a survey: “I really enjoyed the freedom
to collaborate and try out different tasks. I initially thought
I would be on the coding side, but I found myself leading my
group on open gov[ernance] and design initiatives from which
I was able to successfully communicate and learn.”
Participants remained active for months

For Crowd Research to be effective, its participants must stay
dedicated for a long period of time: research does not happen
overnight. We measured active participation via Slack activity,
because it indicates ongoing investment in the effort: team
milestone submissions allow hiding behind a single active
member, but Slack participation is tagged to each individual.

The crowd led paper writing as well (Figure 8). We analyzed
the edit history of the shared text editor used for one of the HCI
project papers. Each edit represents insertion or deletion of a
block of text. The crowd made 8,360 edits (84%), while the
principal investigator made 1,580 edits (16%). The PI focused
their edits mainly on the sections that frame the paper, such
as the Introduction (Figure 8). We compared this distribution
to five papers in similar venues by the same PI but with their
traditional Ph.D. students. On average, the Ph.D. students

After ten weeks, 15% of sign-ups and 29% of those who had
participated in Slack were still active in the HCI project (Figure 9). Participants were occasionally inactive due to exams
and life events. Across projects, crowd members exchanged
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Figure 10. Participants reported authentic research experiences, useful
coordination strategies, and accurate credit.

500,000 Slack messages (1,700 per week per project) and
participated in 190,000 minutes of video meetings.
Several months after the projects launched, we surveyed active
and inactive participants. Participants (N = 173) self reported
a median 10 hours per week (mean 15hr), which is substantial
on top of other courses. The most common self-reported
reasons for dropout were the inability to catch up after exams
(53% agreed), the level of time commitment (35%), and losing
friends or teammates (17%). This ranking of reasons was
consistent across the three projects.

Figure 11. Crowd Research paper authors were more diverse than others at the conferences they appeared at. (all p < 0.001)

below the top 50 in GDP per capita, vs. 2% and 6% for others
papers in the two venues (both p < 0.001).

For their part, the PIs’ time commitment depended on each PI’s
advising style. Some focused only on group meetings, while
others helped read submissions. In general, PIs spent two
hours per week on the project: 1) a weekly one-hour meeting
with RAs to understand progress and design milestones; 2)
a weekly one-hour video advising meeting with the crowd;
3) sporadically helping with research-related questions over
Slack. PIs engaged more heavily near deadlines.

Participants leveraged PIs’ recommendation letters to gain
access to education and jobs. We surveyed all participants
who received a letter from a PI, and 33 responded. Of these,
21 received an offer from an institution or a company that
they applied to. These participants also sought other letters;
however, a median of 0 other letters (mean 0.37) were from
universities or organizations that ranked above the top 500
worldwide. Thus, the Crowd Research PIs were the only
recommenders from top-tier universities for many participants.
These participants have since been admitted to undergraduate
and graduate programs at schools including Stanford, UC
Berkeley, Carnegie Mellon University, and MIT.

Overall feedback was positive (Figure 10). One participant
shared: “This increases my interest in area of research. I
learned many things from this project like writing research
paper and skills like Angular JS & other frameworks, collaboration between team members and many more. It was a great
enjoyable and educational learning experience.”

Feedback from participants emphasizes that they valued the
access. As an undergraduate in India shared: “It provided me
with the opportunity to associate myself with top research work,
and these opportunities weren’t available to us back home. It
also allowed me to learn about the research methodology as
practiced in universities such as Stanford and definitely went
a long way in helping me secure admission.”

Crowd Research provided new routes for access

As evidence of access and upward mobility for traditional
under-represented groups, we analyzed participants’ selfreported age, gender, location, and affiliation from when they
signed up. To understand whether participants had access to
research experiences, we matched affiliations onto the Times
Higher Education World University Rankings’ subscale for
research activity and influence [1], and locations at the country
level onto a measure of GDP per capita [8].

Not everyone received admission — whether due to grades
or insufficient contributions to Crowd Research to warrant a
strong letter. They identified other benefits: “While involvement with Crowd Research has given momentum to my pursuit
of the future of problem solving and work, its effect on my
current career as a librarian has been uncertain. I am not
troubled by this though, because I believe any short term opportunity costs will be made up by long term benefits of having
the foundation laid by my Crowd Research experience. [...]
Any concern I have for my own career is far outweighed by my
interest in shaping the nature of individual contributions to
society at a large scale. That said, I have been able to secure
funding for several conferences, am in the process of writing
a white paper.”

Most participants did not have prior access to research experiences. 74% were at institutions ranked below 500 worldwide.
66% were in countries ranked below 50 in GDP per capita.
Crowd research papers were substantially more diverse, in
terms of authors’ affiliation and current country, than others in
the same top-tier venues (Figure 11). We gathered all papers
from CSCW 2017 and UIST 2016, where the papers were
published, and compared the authors’ affiliation rankings and
country GDP per capita. The two Crowd Research papers had
57% and 58% of coauthors from universities ranked below 500
worldwide, vs. 12% and 11% of other papers in the venues
(both p < 0.001). Likewise, the two Crowd Research papers
had 42% and 35% of coauthors hailing from countries ranked

Decentralized credit amplified concrete contributions

Participants felt that the author orders reflected their contributions (Median Likert 4/5, Figure 10). Figure 12 plots the
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contributions. These effects materially changed the author
order. For example, one large team, who rarely interacted with
the rest of the crowd, assigned nearly all of their credits to
their team lead (Figure 6 top). Raw votes placed the team’s
lead second in the overall author order. However, PageRank
softened the effect of this link ring (Figure 6 bottom), because
others did not assign nearly as much credit to the team.
As one participant shared: “It’s obvious that if you have such
a credit system, someone would try to cheat his/her reputation,
but I think our credit system worked very well.” One point of
frustration was last-minute contributors: “Some people just
appear two days before the paper submission deadline and
take over the Slack channel and talk a lot. Then the result is
that they are up-voted and got into the author list.” But most
feedback was favorable: “The idea of peer-evaluation and the
use of PageRank resulted in mostly fair and accurate results.”

Figure 12. A CDF of the PageRank scores for the paper. Only those
active up through the paper submission were eligible (after about one
year). Of those, 36 were included as coauthors, and 41 were below the
threshold and included in Acknowledgments instead.

DISCUSSION
PARTICIPATION
MEASURE

Meetings present
Files uploaded
GitHub commits
Slack messages
Self-organized
meetings
Was DRI (binary)
Weeks active

PAGERANK
SCORE βPR

RAW SCORE

DIFFERENCE

βRS

βPR − βRS
0.026
0.006
0.041∗∗∗
−0.077∗∗∗
0.012

0.069∗∗∗
0.035∗∗
0.017
0.035∗
0.024∗

0.044∗
0.029∗
−0.024∗
0.112∗∗∗
0.012

0.036∗∗∗
0.025∗

0.006
0.014

The Deployment section focused on successes. Here, we
reflect on the challenges of Crowd Research. Challenges are
instructive: they teach us the limitations of the technique,
unpredicted outcomes, and opportunities for future research.
How to run a bad Crowd Research project

What lessons can be drawn for HCI and social computing?
It can be more enlightening to discuss failure modes than
successes. We offer a David Patterson-style list [58] of ways
run a bad Crowd Research project:

0.030∗∗
0.011

Table 1. Regressions comparing the effects of participation behaviors on
credit. Right column: compared to raw votes, PageRank increased the
value of GitHub commits and DRI-ing, and decreased the value of talking on Slack. The median raw score was 0.06 (IQR [0.03, 0.15]), and the
median distance between two adjacent authors was 0.003. The median
PageRank score was 0.11 (IQR [0.03, 0.2]), and the median distance between two adjacent authors was 0.004. * p<.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001.

1. Assume 100% followthrough. Participants are extremely
motivated, and work on Crowd Research to the exclusion
of everything else. Even motivated contributors have have
jobs, exams, and lives. Milestones need to either utilize
redundancy, or enforce deadlines and allow tasks to be
reassigned if participants do not meet them.
2. Encourage competition. Let the best contributions rise
to the top. This defaults to a critical culture, leading to
dropout. It is critical to establish norms for a positive,
inclusive culture [34]. In our case, switching from doubleblind feedback to an upvoting system, plus consistent PI
communication, helped changed the norm.
3. Treat the crowd like incompetent undergraduates or mature
graduate students. Rote work leads to a lack of interest,
but being too open-ended leaves many people behind. Balance the two through focused short-term milestones that
encourage creativity.
4. Pick projects you would do with your current lab. This
underplays the benefits of the crowd. It is better to leverage
scale and diversity to achieve more ambitious goals.
5. Assume that nobody will come into conflict. Running a
Crowd Research project feels like being in charge of a
team or organization, giving rise to lots of progress but also
interpersonal issues. This comes to a head especially around
credit.

cumulative distribution of PageRank scores for the CHI 2015
submission. There is a clustering of low scores representing about 60% of still-active accounts below the authorship
threshold, and the remaining 40% more spread out amongst
the higher scores.
But what effect did the networked credit allocation have on
the author order? To investigate, we compared the initial raw
credit scores and final PageRank-adjusted scores against logs
of contributor behavior. We normalized the raw credit scores
and the PageRank-adjusted scores to sum to 1.0. We then performed two multiple regressions, one predicting normalized
raw score and one predicting PageRank score. Independent
variables were observable participation behaviors, including
Slack, GitHub, and weekly meetings, all standardized into
z-scores. The regression coefficients β explain which behaviors were significantly correlated with changes in credit score.
The right column of Table 1 highlights which features were
significantly different between the raw credit and PageRank.
Relative to the raw score, PageRank lessened the impact of
sending chat messages on Slack, and increased the impact
of DRI-ing and committing code to GitHub (Table 1). This
means that PageRank credit increased the effects of concrete

Limitations

One common question about Crowd Research is whether the
effort is worth the PI’s time investment of 2–3 hours per week.
This is certainly higher than a single once-a-week meeting.
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spin up a project. Finally, we hope to perform a longitudinal
analysis or randomized trial to directly examine the long-term
effects of participation.

However, we would tend not to make a direct effort comparison. First, the three crowd research projects were more
ambitious than typical projects in their respective labs, for
example building a new crowdsourcing platform or running
hundreds of experiments, making them difficult to compare
to traditional papers. This was by design: we sought projects
that capitalized on having a crowd. Second, the stated goal
of Crowd Research is enabling access, not publishing more
papers per hour. Empowering the crowd seemed worth an
incremental extra time commitment.

CONCLUSION

This paper presents Crowd Research and an analysis of its
two year long deployment. Crowd Research introduces a
crowdsourcing technique for coordinating a large group of
people in an open-ended research exploration, and a system
for decentralized credit distribution. It enabled access to over
1,500 people worldwide to collaborate online in the pursuit of
open-ended research. Utilizing Crowd Research, participants
have built real-world systems, co-authored papers for top-tier
conferences and have gone on to further careers in research.

A second critique is how much success can be attributed to
the PI rather than the crowd. There was certainly PI-driven
variation across projects: with Computer Vision the PI went
on sabbatical and the project stopped after a WIP; with HCI
the project was sustained through publication. However, the
ideas themselves were crowd-driven (Figure 7), and like with
advising traditional graduate students, most often the PI was
helping filter bad ideas and amplify good ideas rather than
propose all the ideas themselves.

Crowd Research represents a new form of knowledge production — one that leverages the diversity and scale of the
internet to pursue projects that might be challenging in traditional laboratory environments. We believe that if Crowd
Research and similar techniques successfully enable global
access to training and mentorship experiences, they will help
grow a new generation of scientists, humanists, and engineers
that increase diversity in the scientific workforce. We envision
that this generation could work collectively to resolve some of
the biggest unanswered questions of our time.

A third question is to what extent any prestige associated with
the universities were responsible for success. It seems likely
that these names increased initial enrollment. However, the
most popular project, Computer Vision, was the only one
without a PI from a Top 15 university. This suggests that
interest area rather than university name may have a substantial
effect.
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Disagreements and biases

Like any distributed team, conflicts broke out [29, 28]. Most
commonly, these issues arose between participants: objections
over the influence that someone was wielding, misaligned
values (e.g., “talkers” vs. “doers”), disagreements on research
decisions, or second-guessing of intentions. The PI or RAs
diffused these situations, but they took an emotional toll on
everyone involved. While most participants felt that author
ordering was helpful, it was also a source of tension because
votes were kept private. No matter how high someone was
on the author list, we would hear complaints that they should
have been ranked higher, or others ranked lower. In rare
cases, participants publicly called each other out, which sowed
tension and negatively affected trust.
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